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Romaji
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Hanatareta tsubasa ga negai wo makichirashite
Konoyo no hate otoshita inori no sora e to

Sono hitomi ni utsusu no wa kaketa tsuki no rasen
Nazoru yubi ga tadoritsuku basho wo sagashiteru
Dakiau tabi yojireru hada to binetsu wo
Musaboru you ni mata mune wo shimetsukeru

Hanatareta tsubasa ga negai wo makichirashite
Konoyo no hate otoshita inori no sora e to

Yoru no fuchi ni saku hana wo mimi e oshiatete
Hibiku machi no zawameki ni toiki wo kasaneta
Ima mo nijimu ano hi hagureta kioku ga
Kareta hazu no itami wo kizu ni kaeta

Karisome no tsubasa de habataku inochi no hi wa
Aragau tsumi wo sashite omoi wa kimi e to

Chinurareta tsubasa wa mai agari kaze ni nari
Ikusen ni kudakareta chikai wo sora e to

Karisome no tsubasa de habataku inochi no hi wa
Aragau tsumi wo sashite omoi wa kimi e to
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
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Rough English Translation 
&lt;lyrics&gt;
&quot;My released wings scatter my wishes
Towards this destroyed world, to a sky full of prayers

The cracked moon's spiral is reflected in these eyes
My tracing finger struggles to find the place
Embracing this journey, my skin twists with fever 



Like a deep desire, my chest tightens again

My released wings scatter my wishes
Towards this destroyed world, to a sky full of prayers

In the night's abyss, a blooming flower presses against my ears
My sighs pile up in the noises of the city
Even now that day is blurry and lost in my memory
This must have run out, the pain was replaced by a scar

With my temporary wings I flap at the light of life
Against my punishment, I direct my feelings towards you

My blood soaked wings rise and become the wind
A thousand wishes smash and soar towards the sky

With my temporary wings I flap at the lamplight of life
Against my punishment, I direct my feelings towards you&quot;
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